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Software geeks are always on a spree to find latest softwares to boost their quality and performance
of work. However, few geeks do hold a bitter opinion towards use of freeware and shareware. They
refute from buying pirated wares that carry striking similarity to original counterparts. When asked
why they do so, their answer roots to ethics and their reasons may not convince any free software
downloads fanatic. However, there exists one big misconception with them, which needs to be
clarified. Not all freewares are necessarily pirate wares. There exist plenty of open source wares,
which perform almost similar to that of expensive softwares. However, one can download them for
free without paying any price.

Free software downloads are simply freeware. Their developers do not charge any extra dime from
their users. One might wonder why do they come for free at all. There may be several reasons why
softwares are available for free. Right from marketing to earning traffic through advertisements,
there could be different reason why they are available for free. However, the point is, why should
one choose them. Apart from being free, they perform exactly in similar way to their expensive
counterparts. If one goes to find, then he/she may end up with scores of softwares, which perform
same tasks. The only difference that one may find is the difference in the UI or User Interface and
the algorithm written in it.

Indeed, free software downloads saves money. However, in addition to money, they save time too.
Good software eases oneâ€™s workload and thus, saves time. Updates or new versions come with
advance features and better user-friendliness to make work easier and faster. Moreover, updated
versions of free download cost no extra money such as those that come against a price. Hence, in a
way, free softwares are much faster and efficient than older original wares. Moreover, being a
dynamic industry, softwares constantly undergo upgradations, making it difficult for customers to
stay in race of buying latest version.  It is one of the chief reasons why people choose free
downloads than spending exorbitant prices upgrading their older paid versions. 
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